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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT

-

Hello all,
Although most of the
campus is having a quiet
summer, eHub continues
to bustle with activity. The
past month brought SAF
alumni back to Cornell
while current managers of SAI and members of
the Life Changing Labs team have continued to
stay at Cornell in their eHub home to work on
their entrepreneurial ventures.
This edition of eNews will include:
-

-

A recap of Cornell Reunion and updates
from the annual board meeting in June;
A look at the redesigned SAF website;
An opportunity to learn about Life
Changing Labs, the newest addition to the
SAF family;
Insight about Dion isio D'Agu ilar (BA ' 86,
M BA '87) and his election win in the

-

Bahamas;
Meet one of the class of 2017 eLab
teams, MilesAhead, which aims to
recreate the traditional travel agency;
An alumni spotlight on SAI Chairman
Nat h an iel Weiss ('09); and,
A request for support by eLab Class of
2016 Startup, Specdrums.

In effort to better connect with our alumni
and welcome Life Changing Labs to the SAF
family, we have created a LinkedIn Group
for SAF alumni and friends (those affiliated
with SAI, eLab, and Life Changing Labs).
Please request to join the group here.
I am happy with the success we have had
thus far, and I anticipate the continuation of
SAF's strong presence at Cornell with the
resumption of the academic year. I have
high expectations for the coming
semester? with the return of students to
Cornell, and I am certain that our
entrepreneurial spirit will remain strong, at

eHub and beyond.

Sincerely,

-

M ich ael Kar an gelen ('90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation, Inc.
-

Alu m n i Updat es
-

-

-

Aar on Pem pel (BA '91), a former SAI
President and Campus Promotions
manager, became the VP/GM of Training
for Nike North America in May.
M ar k Cen sopr an o (BS '92; M BA '93), a
former Big Red Rentals and Campus
Promotions manager, joined Signet
Jewelers as EVP and Chief Marketing
Officer in May.
Om ar Blayt on (BA '01), a former Travel

-

-

Services manager, joined Sunwealth
as Chief Financial Officer in May.
Sae Lee (BS '05), a former Hired
Hands manager, joined Bank of
America Merrill Lynch as a Vice
President in June.
Polin a M in k in (BA '10), a former
Campus Promotions manager, joined
Thumbtack as a Marketing Manager
in June.
Lau r a Fu r m an (BS '15), a former SAI
President and Campus Promotions
manager, joined Athleta as an
Assistant Digital Merchant in June.
Xan der Liem (BS '15), a former SAI
CFO, joined Longitude Capital as an
Associate in August.
Ju st in e Har r ison (BA '17), a former
TakeNote marketing manager, joined
Goldman Sachs as an Analyst in July.

REUNIONRECAP
ByIrisGou
During the weekend of June 8th, Cornell
University held its annual Reunion. This past
Reunion featured over 500 events including
academic lectures and outdoors activities. A
highlight event during Reunion weekend was a
tour of eHub at 409 College Ave., a new 10,000
sq. ft. entrepreneurship collaboration space
developed in a partnership between Student
Agencies Foundation, Entrepreneurship at
Cornell and participating colleges at
Cornell. eHub is led by eHub Director Pet er
Cor t le (BS '11).
The Reunion weekend also marked the
quarterly board meetings for Student
Agencies, Inc. (SAI), Student Agencies
Properties (SAP), and a trustee meeting for
Student Agencies Foundation (SAF). Alumni
including Alan Eisn er (BS '89, M En g '92),

An dy Ch at h am (BA '12), and Br an don
Hu an g (BS '15) returned to Ithaca for the
weekend and joined us for the meetings.
Tivadar
Szeglet es (M BA
'02), the Executive
Director of Budget
and Finance at the
Cornell SC Johnson
College of
Business, was
SAI President Lu ke Bu sh n er
welcomed as a
('18) presents a quarterly
summary to the SAI Board of
new member of
Directors at the eLab.
the SAI Board of
Directors during the SAI board meeting. The
Board of Directors, comprised of SAI alumni,
Cornell faculty, and other experienced
professionals serves as a resource for the
SAI student management teams.
Szegletes first became involved with SAI
when CEO Kyle Kar n es (BS '91) sought a

member of the community to mentor the SAI
CFO. Karnes reached out to SC Johnson
College of Business Dean Soumitra Dutta,
who recommended Szegletes because of his
extensive finance background and strong ties
to the Cornell and Ithaca communities.
Szegletes, who previously held positions at
Unilever and Stila Cosmetics, says that he
initially became interested in SAI because of
its unique operating structure and emphasis
on real-world, experiential learning.
As a new member of the SAI Board of
Directors, Szegletes aims to help the CFO
automate more of the financial modeling
processes and ensure that the entire student
management team has a valuable learning
experience during their time at SAI.
Dan Kat h an (BEn g '70, M BA '73), former
CEO of SAI and member of the SAI Board of
Directors, was elected as an SAF trustee.
Kathan served as CEO of SAI from 1998-2012,

and currently serves on the Advisory Board
of the Pillsbury Institute for Hospitality
Entrepreneurship affiliated with the Hotel
School at Cornell University.
During Kathan's tenure at SAI, all student
run businesses became profitable, enabling
improvement in student compensation and
their ability to attract the best talent. SAI
improved its reputation with Cornell and
achieved preferred vendor status for both
our storage and moving businesses. SAI
was able to secure a multi-year contract for
Big Red Shipping and Storage and
negotiated a long-term renewable contract
to produce the Cornellian.
Kathan served as CEO from 1998 to 2012.
By the end of his tenure, Student Agencies
was financially strong, enjoyed an excellent
relationship with University and had built
strong ties with alumni from his tenure, a
number of whom now serve on the Board

of SAI, most notably the current and former
Chairs of the Board.
As a new Trustee of Student Agencies
Foundation, Kathan has a strong interest in
helping to organize the rich historic record of
the organization and to help design a
sustainable and effective process for helping
to connect current students with appropriate
alumni for career counseling and job search
assistance and advice.
Gr eg Th om as (BA '93, M BA '10) and
M adelin e Lieber (BS '17) were elected as
foundation members of SAF. SAF members
are chosen for their commitment and
contributions to both SAF and Cornell
University to advance the SAF mission.
Greg Thomas, who currently is the Chief
Administrative Officer of Global Strategy and
New Ventures at State Street, sits on the SAP

and SAI Board of Directors. Thomas
previously served as Chief Financial Officer
of SAI.
Madeline Lieber, who will be joining
Google after graduation, also sits on the
SAP Board of Directors. Lieber previously
served as General Manager of Campus
Promotions and 2016 President of SAI, and
returned to SAI after her tenure as
President to aid in the SAP redevelopment
project.

INTRODUCINGAREVAMPEDSAF
WEBSITE
ByGabrielleZacky

A new Student Agencies Foundation website
was launched recently to match the evolving
dynamics of our mission. This website aims to
be a space for updates and news about SAF, as
well as a resource for learning about SAF's
mission and supporting members.

SAF promotes entrepreneurship and
business learning at Cornell, and through
the creation of eHub, a collaborative
workspace housing both Student Agencies,
Inc. and eLab, we have moved forward on
fulfilling this mission.
Now, through our new website, we are able
to share news and events relating to alumni
involvement, student ventures, and
entrepreneurial events. We hope that our
new and improved website, reflecting our
enthusiasm to keep pace with the
ever-changing times, will draw each of our
affiliates back to the importance of
experiential learning in business and
entrepreneurship at Cornell.
Through this new website, we also want to
emphasize the importance of staying
connected with alumni by creating the
opportunity to share past experiences at SAI

and what you are currently doing. Please
reach out to cp@studentagencies.com to
share life updates that you would like other
alumni and current students to hear about
as a means of reengaging in the SAF family
as they arise.

SAFOFFICIALLYANNOUNCES
SPONSORSHIPOFLIFECHANGING
LABSSUMMERINCUBATOR

class two years ago, and many LCL teams
participate in Cornell?s eLab accelerator
during the academic year.

ByIrisGou
The Life Changing Labs summer incubator
runs for 8 weeks and is particularly unique in
that it is open to both founders as well as
individual applicants who are matched with
LCL startups. The community oriented
program is modeled after Y Combinator and
Student Agencies Foundation is proud to
brings together the entire cohort over weekly
announce its new sponsorship of Life Changing
dinners featuring guest speakers who are
Labs (LCL), a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
often notable alumni entrepreneurs,
which runs a summer incubator program for
investors, and subject-matter-experts. In
Cornell student entrepreneurs. SAF?s support
addition, structured mentorship is provided
will enable 25-30+ Cornell students to make the
each week along with workshops on key
most of their summer gaining hands-on
topics. Every team works out of the eHub
experience launching their ventures. Graduates
space and gains access to technological
of the summer program include Maidbot, which
resources up to $100,000 in value. The
has raised $3M+ after being part of the LCL15
program culminates in an invite-only LCL Pitch

Day, where founders present their startups in
front of judges for feedback and a seed money
prize.
This year 's teams include:
-

-

-

-

-

Religio: bringing technology to churches
to better connect with and grow their
membership;
Defined: easiest way to create your
personal website with no design and
coding knowledge;
Mindshift: guiding your mind into the
desired state by altering your physiology;
IH Fund: developing affordable housing
with superior design in India;
Puppet Plant: environmental companion
motivating you through emotional
connections;
Lokals: online marketplace for tourists to
book authentic experiences directly with
locals;
Wononi: locally made in Ghana, organic

-

skin care products using natural Shea
butter, coconut oil, almond oil for
treatment; and,
Home: building the mechanical system
behind the next generation smart
home.

2017 Life Changing Labs Teams

During the academic year, LCL holds regular
events to encourage the Cornell student
entrepreneurship community to connect and
collaborate. Annual events LCL runs include
the Life Changing Make-a-Thon and Big Idea
Competition in eHub. Learn more about Life
Changing Labs here.

SAI Alumni DionisioD'Aguilar Wins
Election
ByGabrielleZacky

Dion isio D'Agu ilar (BA '86, M BA '87), fondly
known as ?Dio? by his friends, served as General
Manager of Real Estate at SAI in 1985, then
became the Secretary Treasurer (a position now
known as CFO) the following year. Dio served on
the SAI Board of Directors from 1985-1996, the
SAP Board of Directors from 1987-1995. He was
elected as a member to the Student Agencies
Foundation 1986, and he served as an SAF

Trustee from 1989-2015.
In May, D'Aguilar won the vote for mayor to
represent the town of Freetown in the
Bahamas and was also appointed by the
President of the Bahamas to serve as the
nation?s Minister of Tourism and Aviation. In
reaction to his big political win, D?Aguilar
states ?I am humbled and excited to be
elected as the Member of Parliament for the
Freetown Constituency for the Free National
Movement, and look forward to working
hand in hand with the community moving
forward. I would like to express thanks to
the thousands of constituents who
supported me to make this victory possible.
To my campaign team and volunteers, your
incredible efforts have been rewarded and I
am forever grateful for your sacrifices. To my
loving family, your encouragement
sustained my efforts every step of the way.?
D'Aguilar has been involved in the political

sphere of the Bahamas for some time; he was
formerly the president of the Bahamas Chamber
of Commerce and has served on numerous
boards of directors.
Friend and former Student Agencies colleague,
David Lesser (BS ?87, M BA ?88) reflects back on
his time working with D?Aguilar. ?I met Dio
working on a team project in an investing class.
He introduced me to Student Agencies and
ultimately convinced me to apply to become the
CFO which was a life changing experience for me.
He was a great role model and teacher as he
went on to complete the 5-year program with the
Johnson School - another path I followed.?
The SAF family wants to congratulate D?Aguilar
on his new position as mayor of Freetown and
member of parliament. We look forward to
seeing all that he accomplishes moving forward.

ELABFEATUREDSTARTUP:MILESAHEAD
ByCateGoldsmith

interested in traveling and how to utilize
their frequent flyer miles to fly for free. He
started helping family and friends to
redeem their
miles for airfare.

Founder and CEO Rob Karp calls MilesAhead a
?high-end travel advisory firm focusing on reward
point optimization. In short, we design upscale
travel, provide impeccable customer service, all
while helping our clients to optimize the frequent
flyer miles and credit card points they have
accumulated.?

Karp says, ?They
encouraged me to
go out and start a
business, so on
November 26,
2012, I did. Today,
MilesAhead is
beyond what I
Rob Karp, founder and CEO of
ever dreamt it
MilesAhead
would be.? As a
referral only business, MilesAhead grew
out of relationships with family and
friends who began spreading word of the
agency.

From a young age, Karp had a passion for aviation
and loved to fly. Soon enough, he became

The mission statement on the MilesAhead
website emphasizes that "we provide all

MilesAhead, an eLab class of 2017 student
startup, is not your typical travel agency.
Launched by Cornell student Rob Karp (BS '19)
when he was just 14 years old, MilesAhead
represents a new, revolutionary type of
organization, called a travel advisory firm.

the services of a full-service travel agency and
use our one-of-a-kind relationships, logistical
mastery, and travel wizardry to curate
unforgettable experiences for our clients." Karp
states that ?the trips we plan are each unique,
and they range from booking a $200 hotel room
to planning a $130,000 vacation to Iceland.?
One of the very first MilesAhead clients was Jef f
Ber sh ad (BA ?90). Like Karp, Bershad was an
entrepreneur while a student at Cornell. He was
the CEO of Cutting Edge Computers, a computer
rental business that was funded by the Cornell
Student Venture Fund, an investment pool
managed by Student Agencies in the 1980s and
90s that supported new businesses initiated and
run by Cornell students. Because of his business?s
affiliation with Student Agencies, Bershad
operated out of the Student Agencies office.
Seeing the same lust for business in Karp as in
himself, Bershad reached out to MilesAhead and
began using Karp as his own travel agent. He

speaks highly of his experiences with
MilesAhead over the last four years: ?the
MilesAhead staff are friendly, responsive,
have saved us money and sent us to great
places we would never have thought of on
our own.? Bershad and Karp had their first
face-to-face interaction by pure coincidence
while at an airport terminal when Bershad
and his family were waiting for a flight to the
Caribbean? a trip that MilesAhead had
planned for them.
Upon arriving at Cornell, Karp joined eLab,
and he now runs MilesAhead out of eHub,
the shared space with Student Agencies,
reminiscent of Bershad?s time operating
Cutting Edge Computers.
Over the past few years, the MilesAhead
team has visited over 300 hotels, making
important contacts along the way.
Additionally, through its partnership with
Valerie Wilson Travel, a top world-wide

travel management firm, MilesAhead has
formed an even greater network of contacts
and strong relationships around the world.

Valerie Wilson Travel.?

By focusing on creating memorable
experiences for its clients, MilesAhead
distinguishes itself as a personal and unique
travel advisory firm summed up in three
points: ?We are an immediate response team;
we are experts in the field of miles/points;
and we have incredible relationships around
the globe thanks to our partnership with

motivated and loves delivering the
MilesAhead advantage to our clients.?

Karp describes the most challenging aspect of
founding MilesAhead as the skepticism he
For clients interested in travelling, you can
received from the outside world about
submit an inquiry on their website then one trusting a 19-year-old (or 14-year-old!) to
of their advisors will connect with you to build manage their travel arrangements. He says,
an itinerary, using their expertise to assist and ?We put our heads down, block out the noise
add value. Once the itinerary is perfected,
and keep doing what we do best.?
everything is booked and confirmed.
Currently, the MilesAhead team consists of 10
MilesAhead coordinates all logistics and
individuals. Karp says, ?From 19- to
provides full support throughout their client's 56-year-olds, we have a variety of
trip.
perspectives and talents. The team is super

Karp credits eLab with improving his
business. MilesAhead was able to drastically
increase their revenues over the past year.
From booking $2 million dollars worth of
travel in 2016 to $3 million dollars worth of

travel so far in 2017, the team is well on their
way to meeting their goal of $5 million dollars
worth of travel. In total, they have worked
with over 500 different clients.

however, as a 19-year-old student, it can
be a huge responsibility. Karp works with
high power clients and must be available
24/7 to ensure that travel plans go
smoothly. Because of MilesAhead, Karp
He asserts, ?eLab provided us with the
receives over 500 text messages a day
mentorship and advice on how to step back
and think about what we want MilesAhead to from clients and employees.
be.? The best tools MilesAhead got from eLab After graduating, Karp plans to make
were improved business organization,
MilesAhead his career. He says that the
efficiency, and access to professors and
MilesAhead team ?takes it one day and one
teachers. Ken Rother was an important
step at a time . . . we are learning to walk
mentor for MilesAhead, and ?he was always
before we run.?
accessible to provide meaningful advice that He says, ?At this point in your life, you have
has played a role in where we are today.?
the opportunity to take risks, be bold, and
Karp discusses the ups and downs of being
both a student and entrepreneur, which
challenges you to experience both the real
world and college life in unison. Karp enjoys
being his own boss with the freedom to make
decisions in creative and innovative ways;

make mistakes. It?s exactly how you learn.
And, if you think you have a great idea,
pursue it! If you don?t try you?ll never
know.?

ALUMNISPOTLIGHT: NATHANIELWEISS
ByGabrielleZacky
Since graduating from
Cornell in 2009,
Nat h an iel Weiss (?09)
has applied his business
knowledge acquired from
undergraduate
experience at Student
Agencies to the
professional world. A
History major in the
College of Arts and Sciences, Weiss worked at Bain
& Co. straight out of Cornell before joining True
Religion as first, the Director of Strategy, and then
as General Manager of the Outlet division.
In high school, Weiss was both a football player
and wrestler, but upon arriving at Cornell, he knew
he was ?too small to play in college.? He states that
he ?liked to be competitive and needed to fill the

sports void.? This is why Weiss, at the start
of his college career, decided to apply for a
position at Student Agencies.
Looking back on submitting the first
application that would impact the path he
was to follow, Weiss ?took it seriously and
put on the suit.? He saw Student Agencies as
a business that blended learning and
competition? just what Weiss, a new
Cornell student, was looking for.
After going through the application process,
Weiss was selected as one of the Big Red
Shipping and Storage managers. Weiss
states that the president at the time, Elliot
Gar lock (?07) ?took a chance on me? and
?was a mentor for me? he had great
positive energy and forward momentum, he
was a great leader.?
Weiss and his co-manager of BRSS, Ian
M u r r ay (?07), launched the pre-arrival
business as a way of reinventing their

business. However, Weiss says ?it was a
disaster the first time.? The managers spent
days trying to deliver the boxes to closed
dorms in the middle of August because
they were not prepared with the right
amount of labor.

information when it comes to business? it is
not all black and white, it is grey and you need
to do the best you can with the information you
have.?

Dan Kat h an (BS ?70, M BA ?73), CEO of
Student Agencies at the time, was right by
Weiss?s side both during his term as BRSS
manager, and as SAI president the
following year. Kathan taught him that ?you
are never going to have all of the

with the value received from his academic
experience. SAI ?accelerated my growth and
understanding of business.? Going into Bain,
Weiss had a head start on communication
skills, which allowed him to focus on learning
the analytical side of business. After Bain,

Weiss interned at Bain after his junior year of
college as a consultant and then worked there
Learning moments like this one taught
for four years post-college. Reflecting on this
Weiss the importance of ?ownership and
time in his life, Weiss states ?I really liked the
what it means to be accountable to deliver concept of working as a general manager ? and
results and lead a group.? Weiss was only a at Bain ?I got exposure to many different
freshman when he managed this business, industries.?
and ?working in a management capacity
Student Agencies truly prepared Weiss for his
and leading people taught him humility in a time at Bain. In fact, Weiss believes that the
business setting.?
value received from Student Agencies is on par

Weiss moved onto True Religion in Los
Angeles and worked on similar consulting-like
projects.
Today, Weiss is the chairman of the SAI
Board. He remains involved today because of
the meaningful impact Student Agencies had
on him, both as a person and with regard to
his career path. Weiss says ?I am a big
believer in experiential learning, and I want to
help ensure that SAI is still around to provide
this experience to students 100 years from
now.?
To current Student Agencies managers, Weiss
says ?I know you are already working hard, so
make the most of the opportunity and take
some risks. Run the business on your own,
be independent, and make decisions on your
own but be prepared to deal with the
consequences. Step out of your comfort zone
because this is the opportunity to fail.?

Specdrums,eLabClassof 2016
Startup,Set toLaunchKickstarter
August 16th
Specdrums are app-connected rings that
transform color into sound, played wirelessly
through an app. They were created by
M at t h ew Sk eels (BA '16) and St even
Dou r m ash k in (BA '15) because they found
that drum sets are bulky, expensive, and
difficult to transport.
Their
product appeals to
five main customer
segments: the
percussion
enthusiast who?s life

revolves around teaching and
performing, the musician on a budget,
the musically-supportive parent who
hesitates to buy their child a loud and
expensive drum set, the experimental
musician, and the casual user who wants
to jam with friends on the go.
Below is a message from the Specdrums
team, asking for support in launching
their product:

Our Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign
will be launching on Wednesday, August
16, 2017 - just under two weeks from
now. If successfully funded, this
campaign will allow us to outsource our
manufacturing, which will lower the price
of our rings and make them available for
everyone.
Ou r ask .

We need your help to ensure that our
campaign will be successful. Here are
some ways you can help:
Check out and provide feedback on our
current Kickstarter draft. Share our draft
and spread the word with others who'd
be interested. Catch our limited
super-early bird special of $29 per r in g
by pledging to our campaign on the first
day (Aug. 16) to help us gain the
momentum we'll need to reach our
funding goal.
Feel free to reach out to us with any
questions about our upcoming launch.
Sincerely,
The Specdrums Team

